TOURS & ACTIVITIES
IN NAFPLIO
LIVE THE EXPERIENCE AS A LOCAL

TRAVELLING, JUST LIKE LOVE,
IS AN ATTEMPT TO TURN
THE DREAM INTO REALITY.
Alain de Botton

DISCOVER NAFPLIO
Nafplio, the first capital of Greece
After Greece's liberation from the Turks (1830), Nafplio became the first capital
of the new state. As a result, the city played a primary role in many important

events; institutions were created, buildings were constructed. Walking in the old
town of Nafplio is like walking with history, from the antiquity until the newest
years and you can easily sense all the important moments that this place lived.
In our lovely city, you can enjoy various things to do, from archeological tours to
tasting experiences and different, original activities. Choose the ideal for you
and live a unique experience.

TO TRAVEL IS TO LIVE…
Follow us in a unique journey!

Whether you are a sightseeing fan or a water
sports fanatic, find the perfect experience for
you and enjoy your stay in Nafplio…

Cultural Experiences
Nafplio Old Town - Walking through history

Palamidi Guided Tour

During this amazing walking tour in the picturesque alleys of

A unique tour of the emblematic castle, learning the important

Nafplio, we visit all the most popular sights of Nafplio and we

moments of the place's history and the heroes' feats, with the

experience its best parts with a certified tourist guide and a

impressive views of the city and the surrounding area with a

local escort.

certified tourist guide and a local escort.

Duration: 60 - 90 minutes

Duration: 60 minutes

This tour is private

This tour is private

Minimum number of participants 4

Minimum number of participants 4

Meeting Point: Your hotel in Nafplio

Pick up: Your hotel in Nafplio

If you do not stay in Nafplio city, the Land Gate, at the

Excursion times: Earlier start 08:00 | Last departure 19:00

entrance of the old town

Languages: Greek, English, French, German

Excursion times: Earlier start 08:00 | Last departure 19:00

Tip: Comfortable shoes and clothes

Languages: Greek, English, French, German
Tip: Comfortable shoes and clothes

Cost per person: 65€ (The price includes transportation

Cost per person: 30€

to and from Palamidi Castle, entrance tickets, certified

tourist guide)

(The price includes certified

tourist guide)

Discover Mycenae and Epidaurus
A unique day tour to the most famous sites
Take a day tour in the ancient past of Argolis and meet two of the most famous archaeological sites in the world: Mycenae and Epidaurus.
Walk in the kingdom of mythical Agamemnon, which Homer first praised in his epics. Ancient Mycenae is the most important and richest
palace center of the Late Bronze Age in Greece. On the other hand, in the ancient Epidaurus, feel the healing energy of the Asclepieion, one
of the most famous medical centers in the ancient world, but also admire its famous ancient Theater, a monument of World's Cultural
Heritage, one of the most important monuments of ancient Greece and a global attraction. Its perfect acoustic, aesthetics and symmetrical
proportions fascinate every visitor. We guide you in a real life experience, that you will remember forever!
Duration: Up to 7 hours
Start - Ending Point: Your hotel in Nafplio
If you do not stay in Nafplio city, the Land Gate, at the entrance of the old town
Included: Local escort | Transportation to and from the archaeological site | Entrance to the archaeological sites | Guided tour by a certified
tourist guide | Snack Bag | Meal at the beach
Optional: a nice, refreshing swim
Excursion times: 8:00 am. (departing from Nafplio)

Languages: Greek, English, French, German
Tip: Wear comfortable shoes and clothes, hat, sunglasses. Take a beach-towel and a swimsuit with you.

Cost per person: 240€ | Minimum number of participants: 2 persons

Mycenae - The Lions Gate
The kingdom of mythical Agamemnon is one of the greatest centers of Greek culture,
that you must visit during your holidays in Nafplio. History and mythology have left
deep marks here, in a place that endlessly continues to be worthy of admiration.
This tour is private
Minimum number of participants: 2
Duration: 3,5 hours
Meeting Point: Your hotel in Nafplio
If you do not stay in Nafplio city, the Land Gate, at the entrance of the old town
Included: Local escort | Transportation to and from the archaeological site
Entrance to the archaeological site | Guided tour by a certified tourist guide
Excursion times: Earlier start 08:00 | Last Departure 16:00

Languages: Greek, English, French, German
Tip: Comfortable shoes and clothes

Cost per person: 125€

Epidaurus - Visit the famous theater
Live a special experience knowing one of the most important buildings of
antiquity. Learn its history, feel the great moments that have evolved there

from ancient to recent years and admire the greatness of its construction.
This tour is Private
Minimum number of participants: 2
Duration: 3,5 hours
Meeting point: Your hotel in Nafplio

If you do not stay in Nafplio city, the Land Gate at the entrance of the old
town
Included: Local escort |Transportation to and from the archaeological site
|Entrance to the archaeological site |Guided tour by a certified tourist guide
Excursion times: Earlier start 08:00 | Last Departure 16:00
Languages: Greek, English, French, German
Tip: Comfortable shoes and clothes

Cost per person: 125€

Sightseeing

Palamidi Castle Nafplio

Mpourtzi Nafplio

Epidaurus

Mycenae

Wine Tour and Tasting in Nemea
Let's take a trip to the blessed land of Nemea, just 40 minutes from Nafplio. We will there get to know the process of production of local wines with
international recognition, from the vineyard to the bottling and the wine cellar. We will better meet the unique Agiorgitiko, we will feel the flavors and
aromas of the wine, guided by the myth of Hercules and Dionysus, the god of wine and viticulture. At the end of this unique tour, we will also enjoy this
gift of God... Type of activity: Guided Tour, Wine Tasting | Aimed at people aged 18 plus | Duration: 45 minutes. | Description: We start the tour from
the vineyards of a well-known winery in the region of Nemea. We provide information on the principles of organic and biodynamic cultivation. We make
a journey in time, through the myths and history of Nemea. Next stop, the cork oak that adorns the estate's yard. An essential step in understanding

how to produce cork, is to closely observe the tree. We continue in the production area. Here, we connect tradition with modern technology. We get a
taste of all the stages, from the production of the grapes to the bottling. Of course we can't exclude the cellar, full of old and new barrels, from where
the heady smell of ripe wine emerges.
Finally, there is no better way to close your visit, than by tasting the wines. The ideal way to see the results of all the procedures described during the
tour. Combined with a small Olive Oil Tasting, for a richer experience...

Starting point – Return: Your hotel in the city of Nafplio. If you do not stay in Nafplio, the Land Gate, at the entrance of the old town or the Nafplio
port. Transfer from and to your hotel outside the city is optional, with extra charge.
Included: Local Escort | Wine guide | The seminar and tasting of 5 awarded wines | Snacks offered: a cold platter of cheese, ham, fresh bread, olive
oil, handmade spinach pie and cheese pie | Olive oil tasting of 2 varieties | Transportation (pick up - drop off in Nafplio)
Conducting hours: April to October, 10.00 - 18.00 | November to March, 9.00 - 17.00 | The activity takes place all year round
Number of persons: Minimum 2 - Maximum 30
Languages: Greek, English

Cost per person: 90€

Corinth Canal Sunset Cruise
A beautiful cruise into the sunset
Seize the chance to sail through the Corinth Canal. A unique experience to cross this engineering marvel, that separates the Greek mainland
from the Peloponnese and connects the Gulf of Corinth with the Saronic Gulf in the Aegean Sea. Being 21.5 meters wide at the very bottom,
the canal inspires the visitor, while passing so close next to the grand cliffs. A sunset cruise in a beautiful traditional pirate boat while enjoying
your drink, it will surely be a precious reminiscence...
Type of activity: Cruise
Duration – hours: 1 hour 15 minutes of sailing | 1 hour 30 minutes trip to and from Corinth
Operating Period: Summer season
Boarding time: 19:30
Meeting point – return: Your hotel in the city of Nafplio.
If you do not stay in Nafplio, the port of Nafplio or the Land Gate

Minimum number of participants: 2 persons
Languages: Greek, English
Included: Transfer from and to the activity area | Escort | Boat tickets | One Drink
Necessary to have: Camera and maybe a jacket...

Cost per person: 95€

One-day Cruise to Spetses & Hydra islands
Escape from everyday routine and enjoy a day trip, the sun and the sea, taking a one-day cruise to the picturesque Argosaronic Islands, Hydra and
Spetses. Seats are not numbered. You can choose between internal air-conditioned lounges, outer covered decks or the open top deck, ideal for
sunbathing! | Departure time: 8:45 (Ideal Boarding time: 8:00 - 08:15) | Duration: 10-11 hours | Boarding station: The Port of Tolo (harbor) |

Cruise Program: 08:00 Boarding at the port of Tolo | 08:45 Departure for Hydra | 11:30 Arrival in Hydra, 3 hours of free time on the island | 14:30
Departure from Hydra | 15:30 Arrival in Spetses, 2 hours of free time on the island | 17:30 Departure from Spetses, Return to Tolo | 19:30 Arrival in
Tolo
As the ship approaches the harbor, you will have a unique opportunity for a panoramic photograph of Tolo, Romvi and Koronisi islands.
Included: Access to all areas and on board services | All taxes - Not included: Food |Transfer from hotel

Necessary to have: The ticket or the clip of your booking | ID or passport | The new Health Questionnaire, which must be completed by each
passenger (or by one of the adult passengers, if for a family) and which must be presented when boarding the ship (without it, it is not permitted to
board the ship) | A mask is obligatory for each passenger, to wear inside the ship | Optional: hat, sunscreen, swimsuit and beach towel | How to
get to the harbor: Tolo is just 12 km from Nafplio. The easiest way to arrive is from Nafplio by bus or taxi. If you come by car, you can park it in the
municipal car park, just above the harbor. From Nafplio you can also take the bus, which departs at 8:00 and arrives at the port of Tolo at around
08:30. KTEL buses depart from Athens to Nafplio daily, every one hour.
Useful to know: Animals are allowed, upon agreement and only if the animal is leashed. It is permitted to stay outdoors - not in the interior lounges.
We can arrange your transportation (ex. by taxi), with pick-up and return to your hotel, with a corresponding charge. Ask for information. The cruise
program begins in March and ends in October.

Cost per person: Adults 34€ - Children (5-12 years old) 17€ - Children 1-4 years free of charge

4×4 Buggy Lake Tour
Try a different kind of driving, with a 4×4 Buggy! A particular, most enjoyable escape, with a lot of adrenaline and... dust! On a special off-road
trip in nature, drive amidst beautiful forests and arrive compensated before the sight of a wonderful lake! For nature and adventure lovers, this
trip with a 4×4 Buggy through the magnificent landscapes of the mountainous Corinth will fascinate you!
Type of activity: Outdoor | Routes in the nature, with landscape changes | Custom – Group We do not race with the vehicles. We enjoy the

ride in the mountain. Duration – hours: 8 hours, 10:00 - 18:00. Operating period: Spring to Summer. Itinerary: Nafplio – Mountainous
Corinth. Minimum number: 4 persons - Maximum: 10 persons. Ages – Conditions: Driver's age: 21 - 60+ years old | Passenger ages: 5 65 years old | Driving license required (at least 3 years old) | Parental consent is required for minors | Minors must always be escorted by an
adult. Languages: Greek, English. Tip: Wear athletic or trekking shoes, comfortable clothes, sunglasses, sunscreen. If you go on a weekend,
you can enrich the route and make your experience truly unique, choosing to include a lake tour with a water-bicycle! Of course, it will take

more time and an extra cost. Ask for information. Meeting point – return: Your hotel in the city of Nafplio. If you do not stay in Nafplio, the
port of Nafplio or the Land Gate. Included: Experienced and certified driver instructor | Escort | Transfer from and to the activity area | Snack.
The buggy is always followed by a jeep of 7 seats, to support either a mechanical failure, or a case in which one of the participants gets sick.
Insurance of vehicles (only).
Useful information: The instructor reserves the right to replace a driver, who does not follow the rules of proper driving behavior: if he drives
dangerously and if he does not comply with the safety instructions given.
Any health problems should be reported to the instructor and the participants should make sure they have their medicines with them (ex. heart
problems, allergies, dizziness, etc.).

Cost per person: 190€

Private Cruise Nafplio - Tolo
Explore Nafplio from the sea and discover unique close destinations, on a yacht! Enjoy the sun and the pleasures of the sea, on a half-day
escape to the Argolic Gulf by yacht. Swim at inaccessible by car beaches and discover the small islands of the bay, enjoying the luxury of the
yacht. Live the experience. This cruise is private. Operating period: From mid-June to mid-October Available cruise: Nafplio - Karathona Sotira - Romvi – Nafplio. Departure Time – Return: 10:00 - 15:00. Duration: 5 hours.
Program: 10:00 Departure from the port of Nafplio. In just 15 minutes of sailing, we find ourselves in Karathona beach, where we make our first
stop for a swim | 11.30 Departure from Karathona, towards our next stop | 12:00 Continuing our trip, we reach the beautiful unexplored beach on
the cove of Sotira, jumping in the cool waters of the area | 13:00 Departure from Sotira, for our next and last stop.
13:30 Continuing, we reach the bay of the picturesque Tolo. Between the islands of Rombi and Daskalio, viewing Tolo, in the turquoise waters of
the bay's secluded beaches, we make one last stop for swimming | 14:30 Departure from the gulf of Tolo, now sailing back to Nafplio. We will

enjoy the cruise in the waters of the Argolic Gulf, tasting excellent Greek wine with various fruits (included) | 15:00 Arrival at the port of Nafplio End of our cruise. | Included: Access to areas and on board provided services, All taxes | Not included: Food, Transfer from hotel
Onboard provided services: Use of two bathrooms | Fresh fruits and wine for welcome | Sitting room and space to sit outside, both on the
salon level and the fly-bridge. There are sunbathing cushions at the front of the boat for the sun-seekers | Full med-spec Air Conditioning inside |
Music/CD throughout | For swimming, a mask, snorkel, and fins are provided

Boarding station: The Port of Nafplio (harbor)
Necessary to have: The ticket or the clip of your booking | ID or passport | Hat, sunscreen, swimsuit and beach towel

Cruise Cost: 1.100€ (for 10 persons)

Nafplio Crafts Tour
Everywhere, a place is actually its people! Those who shape it, give it value, make it culture. The place can indeed be remembered of its
natural beauty, but is engraved even more by the hand of man and history... In this unique, experiential walk, we meet remarkable
craftsmen of Nafplio in their traditional profession, we admire their works of art and we watch them in their own space, in "battle" with the
materials, in the struggle of creation... With our local guide, we start the tour, we see, we touch, we learn about the local crafts in a

remarkable walk inside the old town of Nafplio. | Points of interest: 1. Acquaintance with the "komboloi" (rosary), which is so related to the
city, 2. The ceramic art in the workshop, 3. The loom in the city and the art of weaving, 4. Handmade jewelry in practice, 5. Painting on
clothes and accessories | Activity: Escorted tour and acquaintance with the crafts of Nafplio | Private or group | For adults and children
from 10 years old | Ability to customize the program | Duration: 2.5 hours | Conducting hours: All year long
April to October, 10:00 - 21:00 & November to March, 14:00 - 20:00 | Number of people: Minimum 2 - Maximum 6 (per group) |

Languages: Greek, English | Included: Escort, Meet 5 different arts and craftsmen of Nafplio | Start - Ending Point: Your hotel in Nafplio.
If you do not stay in Nafplio city, the Port of Nafplio | Tip: Possibility to shop or order
Did you know that?
In this experiential walk, the artists and their workshops are at your disposal and you have their full attention!
Larger groups may be accepted, upon arrangement.
Transfer to and from the meeting point is possible, upon arrangement, with an extra cost.

Cost per person: 40€ (The price refers to minimum 6 persons’ group)

Discover the city through Religion
Follow us on a different, experiential walk in the old city, to get in touch with its

religious life, to be enchanted by the beauty of its places of worship, to learn about
secrets lost in time, about the important figures of the local Saints and Martyrs,
ultimately to feel true awe and thrill.
Type of excursion: Experiential of religious tourism in the old town
This tour is private. Minimum participants 4 people.
Worth visiting: Some of the famous Orthodox Churches of Nafplio’s Old Town
and the Catholic Chruch. | Duration: 3,5 hours | Starting - Ending point: Your
hotel in Nafplio. If you do not stay in Nafplio city, the Land Gate at the entrance of
the old town. Ending in Nafplio port, Filellinon Square.

Included: Local escort | Priest guide | Excursion times: Earlier start 09:00 | Last
Departure 17:00
Tip: Preferably wear athletic or comfortable shoes and clothing, a hat and bring
water.
Languages: Greek, English, French

Cost per person: 35€

Tours
Living Unique Experiences

Unique Activities

Yoga with hiking
Combine two unique activities, with an excursion in nature! Mountain or sea, whichever
you prefer, gives its unique aura and ideal scenery, for an unforgettable experience!
Exercise alternatively with a hiking and yoga lesson, filling wonderful images and all your
senses with well-being! Type of activity: Hiking in nature and yoga gymnastics, at a
basic or advanced level | This activity is private | Physical condition: 3/5
|Description: From the meeting point Arvanitia Square (Parking area - entrance of
beach), hiking to Karathona beach (5km) - Yoga on the beach and return. | Duration: Up
to 2 hours (total) | Yoga duration: 1 hour (10 minutes of breathing exercises - 30

minutes of exercises - 15 minutes of unloading, relaxation and speech by the teacher |
Included: Professional trainer | Hiking and the Yoga class | Yoga Session | Yoga
Mattress | Yoga block | Α bottle of water | Mosquito repellent | Carrying backpack |
Hours: In the summer period at 08:00 - 10:00 and at 19:00 - 21:00 | Starting time in
wintertime at 10:00 Languages: Greek English

Minimum number of participants 2 - maximum 10 people.
Transfer from and to the activity starting point provided upon request, with extra cost
Tip: Kids Edition Yoga class is also offered. Ask for information and availability.

Cost per person: 69 €

Nafplio Cycling

For those who want to get to know Nafplio in a different way, for the nature & action
lovers and for those who like working out, this is the ideal activity. It combines

mountain or sea cycling rides along with hiking and cool dives! Having as equipment
your love for cycling, the sun and the curiosity to discover secret paths, taste the
pleasure of working out and enjoy beauties of Nafplio! | Type of Activity: Tour &
working out | This activity is private. | Physical level: 3/5 | Duration: 2-3 hours (it
depends on the route “sea or mountain”) | Route: 1. Sea (2 hours): Arvanitia –
Karathona – St Constantine (cycling). Arvanitia – St Nicolaos (walking)* - 2. Mountain
(3 hours): From Aria to Asini Tolo (cycling). *We can have a swimming break! |
Starting point – Return: Arvanitia square (sea route) Μonastery Agia Moni (mountain
route) | Transfer from and to the activity starting point provided upon request with extra
cost. | Included: An experienced, fully certified leader | Local Escort | Cycling
Equipment (Helmet, Small Pump, lights, Toolkit, Lock) | Water | Μosquito repellent
Starting hours: 08:00 – 10:00 | 19:00 – 21:00 Languages: Greek, English | Tip: Wear
comfortable shoes and clothes, hat, sunglasses, towel, sunscreen, swimsuit.

Cost per person: 79€ /person (Sea view route) | 95€ / person (Mountain
route)
Minimum number of participants 2, maximum 15

Sailing Cruise

Explore the beauty of the Argolic Gulf on a sailing boat, discover unique spots and

remote beaches, learn the basics and feel the thrills of sailing! Enjoy the sun and the
pleasures of the sea in this private half day cruise, starting from the harbor of
Nafplio. Experience the beauty of secret beaches that you can not visit by car and
discover the small islands in the bay, enjoying the sailing activity and the delicious
meal, that the amazing captain-chef prepares for your on the spot! | Type of activity:

Sailing tour | Operating period: April to October | Available cruise: Nafplio Xiropigado - Karathona - Romvi - Daskalio – Nafplio |Departure Time – Return: 10:00
- 16:00 or 11:00 - 17:00 or 14:00 - 21:00 (Sunset cruise) |Duration: 6 hours |
Included: Experienced Captain, Skipper, Chef - Mini brioches for breakfast, coffee,
fresh fruits - Soft drinks, Beers and Wine - Lunch - Cooked Meal - Access to areas and
on board provided services - All Taxes | Not included: Transfer from hotel (provided
upon request as an extra service, with extra cost) | Necessary to have: The ticket or
the clip of your booking - ID or passport - Hat, sunscreen, swimsuit and beach towel
|Onboard provided services: Use of two bathrooms. - Sitting room (interior or

exterior) and space outside for sunbathing. - Music/CD throughout - For swimming, a
mask, snorkel and fins, as also a wind surf board are provided

Cost per person: 65€/person (for 8 people)
The price range increases accordingly depending on the number of persons.
Minimum number of participants 2, maximum 8

Nafplio Mystery Hunt
A mystery game that seeks a solution over 2 centuries evolves into the heart of the
old city of Nafplio. Attention, everything is possible to happen!
Take your friends and enjoy a tour in the old town of Nafplio and its monuments,
discover secrets hidden in time and save its inhabitants from the disaster. A different
walk in the history and the alleys of Nafplio. | Minimum attendance: Two groups are
required to run the game, with a minimum of 6 people. | Languages: Greek, English
| Duration: 2 hours | Included: Group marks, Marker, Notepad | Meeting Point:
Syntagma Square | Necessary equipment: Comfortable clothes and shoes | Top of

Fame: The team who will be able to solve the mystery in less time, conquers the top
of the "Hall of Fame". | Did you know that? Nafplio Mystery Hunt Kids edition:
For those looking for a special interactive activity for their children (aged 10+).

Cost per person: 20 €

Nafplio Sea Kayak

Nafplio Sea Kayak Tour (semi-private tour) is a flagship tour, paddling from the first
capital of modern Greece, with 4 different fortresses in our view. All of them rich in
history and interesting stories from the ancient times, to medieval and more recent
times. Live a unique experience and collect beautiful memories. | Minimum group of 2

participants and maximum 10 | Meeting Point: Nafplio Port | Starting Time: 9:00 10:00 depending on weather conditions | Duration: 4 hours of total activity (1,5 hours
of relaxed paddling) | Highlights: We paddle and learn the history of the city. |
Discover Bourtzi, admire the Acronafplia and Palamidi Castle | Included: Single or
double sea kayak and all equipment (life jacket, skirt, paddle), Certified Friendly Guide
as: "4 Star Sea Kayak Leader" by British Canoeing, "Basic Safety and Rescue
Training" by British Canoeing, "First Aid Away from Help" certified by Wilderness
Medical Training, Introduction to sea kayak management / safety briefing, Snacks and
refreshments, focusing on local products, Respirator mask, Waterproof bag for your

needs, Photos and videos sent later, GoPro camera, First aid and sea kayaking
equipment carried by your drivers, Personal security, Transfer back to Nafplio (if we do
not return to the starting point) | Necessary equipment: Hat & sunglasses,
Sunscreen, Towel, T-shirt, long sleeve or Lycra blouse, Excitement and smiles!

Cost per person: 70€ /person (9+ Years old)

Wine Tasting in Nafplio
In Nafplio old town, there is the possibility to experience a wine tasting (emphasis

given in all the Greek varieties). In simple wine tastings, meet the secrets of good
wine and enjoy representative wines of the region. Presentation and wine tasting
takes place in a stylish wine store in Nafplio old town. Includes 4 glasses of local
wines, in particular 2 white wines (Moschofilero & Malagouzia variety) one
Moschofilero rosé wine and one Agiorgitiko red. Accompanied by a variety of

sausages and cheeses. In Premium wine tastings, for special or demanding and VIP
customers, a special tasting of aged maturing and Premium wines from all over
Greece is offered. Includes tasting with 4 glasses (2 white, 2 red) matured, aged and
Premium Greek wines. They are accompanied by a special variety of sausages and
cheeses. | Minimum number of participants 2, maximum 30 | Type of activity:
Wine tasting, simple and premium, Aimed at people aged 18 plus, This wine tasting
activity is private | Duration: 1 hour | Starting point – Return: Your hotel in the city
of Nafplio. If you do not stay in Nafplio, the Land Gate, at the entrance of the old
town or the Nafplio port. | Included: Instructor, Local Escort | Starting hours: 13:00

- earliest starting time and 21:30 - latest starting time. Fridays and Saturdays at
20:00. | Languages: Greek, English, French | More: The activity takes place all
year round.

Cost per person: 35 €

Make your own komboloi
A creative, amazing and original activity, that you can enjoy inside its most authentic

place! In one of the oldest preserved houses of Nafplio, with the smells of the
materials, their variety and magic, we learn about the "komboloi” we travel in its history
and we make our own! We leave holding our beautiful creation, having felt its magic
and mysticism. | Type of activity: Workshop & guided tour (optional), Private or in
group, Children from 10 y.o. can participate | Duration: 40 minutes | Starting point –
return: The Komboloi Museum (in the old town). Transportation to and from the activity
place is offered optionally, with extra charge | Included: Introduction with history
elements and presentation of the komboloi (various types of rosary), Original komboloi
manufacturing lesson, The komboloi materials, in a souvenir gift box, Written

instructions in an elegant form | Operating Hours: 10:00 - 17:00 (last group), Except
on big public holidays and celebrations, Closed on Tuesdays | Minimum participants:
2 people - Maximum: 6 people | Languages: Greek, English | Additional
information: The activity takes place throughout the year, except on public holidays
and celebrations | Did you know that? The building of the Komboloi Museum is one

of the oldest preserved in Nafplio. The copyright of the photo belongs to the Komboloi Museum
and any copying or republishing of this photos is prohibited.

Cost per person: 20€ /person

Scuba Diving in Nafplio
Nafplio and its surrounding beaches, easy accessible and with wonderful clean

waters, are ideal to enjoy the pleasures of the sea all year round. As so, you can
discover new activities, feel the magic of the underwater world and even become a
certified diver! Discover the sea around Nafplio and its enchanting deep, through a
unique diving experience, which is open to everyone! | Type of activity: Scuba
diving lesson in basic or advanced level. - Customized, private. | Physical level:
1/5 | Duration: 90 minutes (30 min. lesson, 60 min. diving) | Starting point –
Return: Τhe beach of the activity, Transfer from and to the beach of the activity
provided upon request with extra cost | Included: Experienced, fully certified
instructor, Full diving equipment, Discover Nafplio Escort, 2 underwater photos |

Starting hours: 08:00 - earliest starting time - 18:00 - latest starting time |
Languages: Greek, English, German | Tip: Wear comfortable shoes and clothes,
bring flip flops, towel, swimsuit, sunscreen | Minimum number of participants 2,
maximum 30 (custom activity) | More: Available all year, Diving depth 2-5 meters

Cost per person: 85 € (9+ years old)

Kite Surf in Nafplio

In this city one can finally do almost anything, even learn kite surfing! In an ideal shallow
beach, with perfect wind every day and capable trainers, you can train yourself in a most
interesting water sport and experience real excitement! Read how it is done below and follow

us, in a fascinating water-air sport, which will make your trip in Nafplio truly unique... | Type of
activity: It is considered a water sport - For individuals or groups - In basic or advanced level.
- Children from 10 years old may participate (always with the consent of the parents) - Easy
training, due to the morphology of the beach (shallow waters) | Physical level: 1/5 | Duration:
From 2 to 6 hours | Lesson of 2 hours includes: Theory - Set-up kite equipment - Take-off and

landing - Kite control in the wind window | Lesson of 6 hours includes: Theory - Set-up kite
equipment - Take - off and landing - Kite control in the wind window - Kite control flying on the
water - Relaunch the kite from the water - Body drags 1000 meters - Bar use release safety
systems - One handed piloting the kite - Theory water start and priority rules - Water start first
small rides | Starting point – Return: Nea Kios beach, at the 3rd km of the coastal road

Nafplio. Transfer from and to the beach of the activity provided upon request with extra cost |
Included: Experienced, fully certified instructor, Full kite surfing equipment (kite, board,
helmet, hook, etc.) | Operating Hours: 12:00 to 17:00 daily - The activity takes place from
April to October. | Minimum participants : 1 person - Maximum: up to 15 people (up to 4
people per trainer) | Languages: Greek, English | Tip: Wear sports shoes and clothes, bring

flip flops, towel, swimsuit, sunscreen.

Cost per person: 45€ / person (2 hours duration)
240€ / person (6 hours duration. It is held in 2 days / 3 hours lessons per day)

Go Kart in Nafplio
For leisure or to let loose, for fun or to play with friends, for training or to detain yourself in
your spare time, alone or with your friends, your boyfriend/girlfriend or your family, try
competing with original TB go-karts and enjoy a unique experience. For adrenaline bursts
and spirit lifting speed in a safe environment, this activity will compensate you!... | Type
of activity: It is considered an extreme sport - Individual or group - Children from 5
years old can participate | Physical condition: 1/5 Duration: 10 minutes | Starting
point – return: The ready-made 534 metres long track, completely fenced with tires for
even greater safety. Transportation to and from the activity area is offered optionally with
extra charge | Included: Full equipment (gloves, helmet, full face balaclava reusable) *You can bring your own helmet! | Operating Hours: Weekdays 16:00 - 23:00 |
Weekends 11:00 - 23:00 | Minimum participants: 1 - Maximum: 17 to 20 people |
Languages: Greek, English | Tip: Wear sneakers (necessary) and comfortable clothes |
More: The activity takes place all year round. - There can be held "championships" for
groups - In the existing lounge and in the stands, people observe the athletes'
performance from a monitor (time, ranking, etc.). MYLAPS software of Karting Manager
automatically creates a timing race report (which every athlete takes at that moment
printed) along with an e-mail that reaches every participant’s inbox - A bar operates
serving coffee and drinks

Cost per person: 12 € / person | 10€ / child up to 12 years old | 15 € / 2 people
(in two-seats go-kart) | 15,5€ / person for Championship Game

Payment & Cancellation Policy
Notes:
All above tours and activities are compliance with all safety and hygiene rules
Payment Policy:
The total amount of chosen activity or tour is prepaid. Ask for the procedure you must follow.
Cancellation Policy

In case of cancellation 5 days before, full deposit is refundable
In case of bad weather and if the activity can not be shifted to another day and time, full deposit is refunded

